CINEMA 4D ACADEMY PROGRAM
Terms & Conditions

Cinema 4D provides the easiest entry into the fascinating world of 3D. Students are able to quickly achieve amazing results, which is
an advantage that numerous educational institutions worldwide value greatly.
Since budget considerations are a critical factor for many institutions, MAXON offers its own form of financial aid. Via the Cinema 4D
Academy Program (CAP), educational institutions can apply for free Classroom licenses if they are in financial need for a period of one
year. This term can be extended if their Cinema 4D courses continue to be successful.

Program Conditions:
 MAXON offers free classroom licenses of Cinema 4D Studio to schools, colleges or universities. The institution doesn‘t
have to be public or state operated but the enrollment fees must not significantly exceed the local average cost at public
educational institutions
 The educational institution has to teach a degree program that incorporates instruction of Cinema 4D in the standard
curriculum or offer comparable Cinema 4D courses on a regular basis
 It is required that the institution develops Cinema 4D courses and actively promotes them to the students. They can either
make use of the CAP curriculum MAXON provides to design the courses, or develop own course materials tailored to the
specific needs of the faculty
 The curriculum or course outlines for Cinema 4D courses have to be reviewed by the mentoring MAXON partner. Changes
and amendments have to be made upon request of the mentoring MAXON partner
 Students should be actively encouraged to improve their Cinema 4D skills. MAXON may sponsor commercial copies of
Cinema 4D or other material on request to foster the participation of students in Cinema 4D-related contests, etc.
 The mentoring MAXON partner will offer an initial training to ensure that teachers are familiar with Cinema 4D, and to
ensure that Cinema 4D courses are conducted at high standards. Update trainings are provided after a new release and
teachers are advised to attend to familiarize themselves with new features and workflows
 An administrator/contact person must be appointed for all Cinema 4D-related affairs
 Classrooms must be equipped with workspaces that meet the system requirements of the latest Cinema 4D version
 The institution will receive a sufficient number of licenses to equip the labs but is obliged to conclude MSA (MAXON
Service Agreement) contracts for all licenses in use after the first year. Otherwise the licenses will expire after 12 months
and the CAP membership will be terminated for the institution. Special MSA contracts for educational institutions are
available at a very reasonable price
 In case there are difficulties fitting MSAs into the budget the institution can apply for an extension of the free licenses
or upgrades to new releases of Cinema 4D in following years. However, MAXON does not guarantee approval to every
request. The decision will be made individually and is based on the success of the CAP program at the institution.

This information sheet briefly summarizes the terms of the CAP program. If you have additional questions, please contact your local
MAXON partner or write to the MAXON education team.
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